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Toxic Avenger to infect new fans with latest tour!
********************************************************************************
French Producer, songwriter and DJ, Simon Delacroix aka The Toxic Avenger has delighted fans
with the news that he will be touring in 2014!
Toxic Avenger first made a name of himself with the success of his first release "Super Heroes" that
resulted in a contract with Iheartcomix record label. He is known for his album Angst released on
Roy Music label on 16 May 2011. Simon has released numerous EPs, and has had various
collaborations with a number of artists including Canadian act Chromeo, Robert Bruce of the UK act
South Central in "Never Stop" featuring Bruce and music video directed by Antoine Wagner.
Fans who are expecting Simon to perform under his iconic masked guise as Toxic Avenger will be
disappointed as the DJ removed his guise after the release of his 2009 EP "Toxic Is Dead”. This
gesture and EP served to symbolize the death of the personality he took in the group Ed Wood Is
Dead.
Simon Delacroix is a mass of contradictions, providing fertile ground for excess. The man more
widely known as the Toxic Avenger describes himself as something of a paradox. He is an introvert
capable of extremes, an electro producer who only listens to pop, an independent thinker with an
addictive personality.
Delacroix's pseudonym The Toxic Avenger is a tribute to the cult horror film “The Toxic Avenger”
and in many ways this is how he views himself as a musician. His goals for himself as a musician
are ambitious and fundamentally noble ones stating that his goal is to “make music that appeals as
much to ordinary people as it does to those with more hip credentials.” Toxic Avenger’s music
seeks to combine all the influences that are most important to him, despite their seeming
inconsistencies with one another.
Fans in want of a new and invigorating take on the possibilities of music production should keep an
eye out for the Toxic Avenger. For more information on Toxic Avengers upcoming tour, news
announcements and new releases follow the links!
Website: www.thetoxicavenger.tv
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheToxicAvengertheband

********************************************************************************
ABOUT DJ CENTRAL:
DJ CENTRAL TV is a new and exciting global dance and house music TV show that features lifestyle
segments on all things youth, club, dance, and house music culture, bringing the global clubbing
nightlife to your TV screens on FOXTEL’s heralded Aurora Channel 183.
Hosted by the dynamic team along with a cast of industry names and artists from all over the
world, each week they’ll bring you the latest in dance and house music as well as featuring fashion
interviews with celebrities from film to music and sport and bringing our own unique Australian feel
to the world of dance and house music.
The shows format is built around a local club that we have selected that we feel represents the
best of all the things that the show stands for. We will have segments on the venue itself, the
latest music video clips, club competitions and promos, and even a latest news segment keeping
you up to date with all the latest gossip in the DJ Club scene.
For more information, visit the official DJ Central website: www.djcentral.tv
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